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The Planets Testbed: Science for Digital Preservation
The preservation of digital objects requires specific software tools or services. These can be characterisation tools that
abstract the essential characteristics of a digital object from a file, migration tools that convert digital objects to different
formats, or emulation tools that render digital objects in their original context on a new infrastructure. Until recently digital
preservation has been characterised by practices and processes that could best be described as more art and craft than
science. The Planets Testbed provides a controlled environment where preservation tools can be tested and evaluated,
and where experiment results can be empirically compared. This paper presents an overview of the Testbed application,
an analysis of the experiment methodology and a description of the Testbed's web service approach.

by Brian Aitken, Petra Helwig, Andrew Jackson, Andrew Lindley, Eleonora Nicchiarelli, Seamus Ross

Introduction and research framework

Planets, Preservation and Long-term Access through NETworked Services, is a four-year project which began in June 2006.
It is co-funded by the Planets Consortium and the European Union under the Sixth Framework Programme to address the
core digital preservation challenges that libraries, archives and the digital preservation community are facing. The primary
goal for Planets is to build practical services and tools to help ensure long-term access to our digital cultural and scientific
assets. Planets is pursuing this goal with both a practical and an intellectual approach, and is addressing such urgent
research issues as the establishment of an automated characterisation and validation framework for digital objects, the
preservation of databases and the role of emulation in digital preservation. For more details and a list of Planets publications
see the Planets website [1] and in particular the publications page [2].

As the information society and its knowledge economy continues to expand, the underlying information assets of our society
and the processes that we deploy are susceptible to contextual, syntactical and semantic obsolescence. Over the past 20
years there have been an increasing number of attempts to address these challenges. These have generally been haphazard
and poorly co-ordinated, have relied on weak engineering methods and have proved difficult to replicate or deploy at any level
of scale.

Until recently digital preservation has been characterised by practices and processes that could best be described as more
art and craft than science; studies such as the DELOS/NSF Research Agenda on Digital Preservation [3, 4] and the
DigitalPreservationEurope Research Agenda [5] note that frameworks for experimentation must be central to the design and
practice of digital preservation research. Researchers such as Gladney [6], Ross [7], Thibodeau [8], and most recently Watry
[9] have all argued that digital preservation investigations need to be more engineering focused. Following on from work done
by the National Archives of the Netherlands [10] and the Digital Preservation Cluster of the DELOS Network of Excellence in
Digital Libraries [11], Planets identified that a key step in taking this agenda forward should be the development of a testbed
framework to support the assessment of preservation approaches and tools.

In order to perform research that has a scientific grounding, the digital preservation community needs to evaluate preservation
approaches within a controlled environment. This environment must be able to simulate diverse real-life settings whilst
avoiding duplication of work and maximising the use of invested resources. These are some of the issues that the Planets
Testbed addresses. The Testbed provides a dedicated research environment that allows the systematic execution of
experiments by distributed actors, enabling the automated evaluation of experiment results, the reproducibility of experiments,
the long-term availability of structured experiment documentation and shared access to the experiments themselves.

The preservation of digital objects requires specific software tools or services. These can be characterisation tools that
abstract the essential characteristics of a digital object from a file, migration tools that convert digital objects to different
formats, or emulation tools that render digital objects in their original context on a new infrastructure. If we can gain an
understanding about which tools best serve our needs we can compile preservation plans that indicate which of these
preservation tools should be applied to a collection of digital objects under which circumstances.

The goal of the Planets Testbed (consisting of a software application and a research framework) is to extend the already
existing information on preservation tools with new information based on the outcomes of practical experimentation. This
extended knowledge will enable digital preservation practitioners to make sensible, informed decisions regarding the
applicability of the tools in various preservation settings. Experiments can be made visible to other Testbed users and be
exported to publicly available registries, enabling the results from previous experiments to shape a common understanding of
the best preservation approaches for specific types of data in specific situations. The Testbed also provides the mechanisms
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to enable users to repeat existing experiments in order to validate the available results.

The testbed concept is not a new one in the field of digital libraries; the development of testbeds was already a key
component of the US Digital Library Initiative (DLI) which led to the development of the D-Lib Test Suite [12]. Other, more
recent digital library initiatives include the Open Video Digital Library [13]; see the DELOS Framework for Testbed for Digital
Preservation Experiments [11] for a detailed introduction to this topic.

In a report prepared at the request of the Dutch Government in 1999, the digital preservation expert Jeff Rothenberg
recommended the establishment of a testbed project as part of a broader series of initiatives to address digital preservation
([10], [14]). As a result, the Dutch digital preservation Testbed was founded in October 2000. This research project tested the
practical applicability of approaches to the preservation of governmental and other digital information. The National Archives
of the Netherlands have utilised the Dutch Digital Preservation Testbed since 2003 to ensure that they select and implement
the most appropriate and effective tools to preserve their electronic records over time. [10].

Following on from this the DELOS Digital Preservation Testbed [11] built upon the experiences of the Dutch digital
preservation Testbed. The DELOS approach was to propose the abstraction of an operational retrieval environment that
provides the means for researchers to explore the relative benefits of different preservation strategies in a laboratory setting.
While at least one of the D-Lib Test Suite collections was used to test the transformation of varied SGML formats into
well-formed XML [15], the Dutch and DELOS testbeds were the first serious attempts to develop a generic framework for the
evaluation of digital preservation strategies.

The Planets Testbed was in turn inspired by the work undertaken by the Dutch and DELOS testbeds. However, the scope of
the Planets Testbed is considerably broader, both in terms of the available services and the intended user community. The
Planets Testbed’s web-service approach enables a large number of users to perform experiments on a wide variety of
services with a focus on the workflow-based design of the experiments. Consultations with the eight national memory
institutions that are partners in Planets has led to a number of refinements to the experiment methodology of the Dutch and
DELOS testbeds, resulting in a simplification of the experiment process. Testbed users can execute single migration and
characterisation experiments, but also load pre-existing or create new service workflows. A typical Testbed workflow-based
experiment could involve the following sequence of steps:

invoking a characterisation service on the input data to determine their significant properties and appropriate migration
tools;

1.

subsequently invoking a migration service for the execution of data migration;2.

finally, invoking a second characterisation service to automatically assess the results of the migration.3.

Another typical scenario is that of large-scale experiments (thousands of files or files of extremely large size) which evaluate
the non-functional characteristics of tools and services. This will be made possible by the establishment of the Testbed
corpora of test objects, as described below.

The Current Functionality of the Testbed

The core functionality of the Testbed enables a user to design, execute and evaluate an experiment on certain data with
certain services using the web-based front-end of the Testbed application. In general, every experiment follows a fixed
experimentation workflow that consists of six steps, as Figure 1 below demonstrates.
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Figure 1: The Testbed Experiment Workflow

In the first three steps, the Testbed user designs the experiment, specifying the focus and intended goals of the experiment
and selecting the services and data on which the experiment will execute. The user also specifies how the outcomes of the
experiment will be evaluated. Following on from this a decision is made about whether experiment execution should proceed
or not. The experiment is then carried out in step 5 and is then evaluated in step 6. For each of these steps there is a
corresponding webpage in the Testbed application that enables the experimenter to supply the required information. The
user’s current position in the workflow and access to all previous stages is available in a panel on the left of the page, which
allows the user to return and edit existing information if necessary. In the following section each of the experiment steps are
described in more detail.

Step 1 - Define Basic Properties
In the first step, the basic properties for the experiment are defined. In addition to supplying general information such as an
experiment name and a brief description, this stage enables the user to identify the purpose of the experiment, the pertinent
research questions and references to any relevant research and literature. The experimenter must also indicate the type of
experiment and the types of digital object the experiment will focus upon.

Figure 2: The Testbed Application showing Step 1 of the Experiment Process

Step 2 - Design Experiment
For step 2 the specific services on which the experiment will focus are selected and the input files that will be accessed by
these services can be uploaded or selected. The list of services will include any characterisation, migration and emulation
tools that have been wrapped as web services and have been made available within the Testbed, as discussed in a following
section. The input files for the experiment may consist of new files that the experimenter uploads, existing files that are stored
in the Testbed’s data registry or files taken from the digital preservation corpora.
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Figure 3: Step 2 of the Experiment Process

Step 3 - Specify Outcomes
In the third step, a list of possible evaluation criteria is presented to the experimenter. The contents of this list are dependant
on the types of object and experiment that have previously been chosen and the user can make a selection by ticking the
corresponding criterion. The selections made here will define the evaluation options that are available in the final step of the
experiment process.

Figure 4: Step 3 of the Experiment Process

Step 4 - Experiment Approval
After the first three steps a decision whether or not to proceed with the execution of the experiment is taken. This decision is
initially made automatically by the Testbed application; if the input data consists of a handful of files, the estimated intensity of
the experiment is low or there are no currently executing experiments the application may automatically approve the
experiment, in which case the user is informed that s/he may proceed to step 5. If this is not the case then the Testbed
administrator will need to manually approve and schedule the execution of the experiment. If this manual decision results in
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approval the user is then informed and may proceed with the next step.

Step 5 - Run Experiment
In step 5 the experiment is executed. An experiment may take a considerable amount of time to execute depending on the
number and size of the input files and the service that is called. During execution the webpage for this step will display
run-time statistics about the experiment.

In the current version of the Testbed experiments are automatically executed following approval. However, as concurrent
execution of multiple large-scale experiments will influence run-time and performance related benchmarks, additional
scheduling and load balancing facilities will be added to subsequent Testbed versions.

Step 6 - Experiment Evaluation
After execution has completed the experimenter is presented with the results and may then evaluate the experiment. The
evaluation criteria that were selected in step 3 are presented again, enabling the user to manually evaluate each criterion. For
each criterion the user can enter values for the input and output files and may then assign a value for the evaluation based on
the similarity of the input and output values. For example, if the value of “header spacing-left” was 1.5 cm in an input
document stored as a Microsoft Word file and, after migration to PDF, the value of “header spacing-left” in the output file is
1.4 cm, the user can enter these values in the corresponding fields and rate the evaluation of this criterion. For more
information on experiment evaluation please see below.

Figure 5: Step 6 of the Experiment Process

Once the experimenter has completed step 6 the experiment process draws to a close and the results can be considered by
other users, who are given the option of posting comments about the experiment. The results from the experiments are shared
with other Planets applications, enabling the output from Testbed experiments to be used by decision support tools for the
compilation of preservation plans. Based on the Testbed results, recommendations for refinements and enhancements for
future experiments can be made and further experiments can be proposed.

Evaluation
A digital object has syntactic and semantic properties or characteristics that can relate to content, context, appearance,
structure or behaviour. A specific digital object type, such as Text, Image, Sound or Video, can be stored in many different file
formats. The question when migrating a digital object from one file format to another is to what extent the intellectual
characteristics of the object remain untouched. It should be possible to ask questions such as: How well is the font size
preserved if we use tool X to migrate a text from a Microsoft Word format to a PDF format?

For each digital object type the Testbed contains a list of intellectual characteristics, or properties, which may be of interest to
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the experimenter. For example, properties for “text” include the number of pages, font size and background colour. These
properties can then be used to assess the functional performance of the services.

In characterisation experiments, experimenters may test whether the characterisation tool characterises these properties
correctly: to what extent are the values of these properties in test objects, as characterised by the characterisation tool, the
same as the “actual” values.

In migration experiments, experimenters may test if these properties remain untouched when using the migration tool: to what
extent are the properties of the migrated digital objects the same as the values of the original objects when using the
migration tool.

In emulation experiments, experimenters may test to what extent the values of the content, context, appearance, structure and
behaviour of digital objects in the environment emulated by the emulation tool are the same as the values of the objects in
their original environment.

Using the intellectual characteristics as evaluation criteria in this way it is possible to build up an overall picture of a tool’s
performance over the course of several individual experiments. These results can be aggregated to give average information
about the performance of tools on various types of digital objects and the more experiments that are carried out, the more
trustworthy this kind of experimentally gained information will prove to be.

Within the Testbed it is possible to both manually and automatically evaluate an experiment based on its experiment criteria.
At the time of writing the automatic evaluation of experiments is currently being researched. In order to enable the automated
extraction and evaluation of digital object characteristics the Testbed will make use of the eXtensible Characterisation
Definition Language (XCDL) and eXtensible Characterisation Extraction Language (XCEL) [16], which are being developed by
another part of the Planets project.

Experiment Search and Retrieval
A major goal of the Testbed and its research framework is to ensure that the results of the experiments are comparable,
retrievable and documented so that they can be repeated. The Testbed’s database of existing experiments is a research tool
of immense value to preservation officers and it is imperative that users can effectively search the experiments database in
order to gain answers to their research questions. The Testbed’s search facilities provide the necessary depth to gain
answers to such questions as:

Which image migration tools are available that are known to preserve the colour correctly?

Which image migration tool is considered the best at preserving sharpness when migrating from TIFF to JPEG2000?

Is there a characterisation tool that can automatically extract the values for font family and variant from Word 2003 files?

Which tools are available for extracting textual information from an image representing a page of a printed book in uncial
script?

Is there any tool that saves correctly undisclosed-format information (as maker notes) contained in JPEG EXIF tags? On
which examples has it been benchmarked?

Testbed users may explore the database of completed experiments, comment on the design, methodology and outcomes of
experiments and generate or browse knowledge trees based on experiment references.

The Architecture of the Testbed

In designing the Testbed some key principles shaped the development of the software. Firstly, the Testbed application was
designed to be platform independent, robust and scalable and for this reason development was undertaken using Java
Enterprise Edition. Secondly, at the outset it was agreed that the Testbed had to be able to execute experiments on as wide
an array of preservation tools and services as possible, including legacy tools and tools that may not run natively on the
platform on which the Testbed itself is installed. A web service approach was considered to be the most flexible way of
meeting this challenge; tools are wrapped as web services which can then be accessed by the Testbed application by means
of a platform-neutral URI. Thirdly, the Testbed application was designed to be a part of the overall Planets software suite
rather than as a standalone entity. A different Planets sub-project, the Interoperability Framework, was tasked with providing
many of the registries and components, such as the application server, storage systems and user management, which would
be required by many of the various Planets applications. This approach enabled the Testbed developers to focus primarily on
the components that were unique to the Testbed. This sharing of common components across the entire project also makes it
easier for the various Planets applications to communicate with one another, allowing (for example) the results from Testbed
experiments on preservation tools to be aggregated within the appropriate registry and then fed into the preservation planning
components.
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The design and development of the Testbed began in September 2006 and since then the developers have followed a
traditional structured and iterative methodology for defining the system’s functional range and the implementation of the
software. This methodology, which is based on the Rational Unified Process, included interviews, use case descriptions, a
workflow checklist for functional and non-functional requirements, a detailed architectural system design document and
several phases of development during which the design was refined and aspects of the system were enhanced.

The Planets Testbed application was built around the JBoss Java Enterprise Edition 1.4 certified application server [17], and
the Testbed utilises and extends various features that JBoss offers, such as messaging and transaction support. The
application was designed and developed using the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern, an approach which
ensures that the business logic of an application is isolated from its user interface. By adopting this approach the developers
were able to successfully divide the Testbed development, enabling certain developers to focus on the complex business
processes that the system required whilst other developers focused on the ways these processes could be best represented
to users in the web-based front-end.

Within the Testbed architecture the â€˜View’ layer is realised as a web-based user interface, using the Java Server Faces
(JSF) standard [18] as the core technology and outputting valid XHTML / CSS web pages. The â€˜Controller’ layer, which
processes all of the business logic, was developed using Java Enterprise Edition (EE), and many of the enhancements
offered through EE, such as Enterprise Java Beans and Session Beans, have been utilised. The â€˜Model’ layer for the
Testbed has primarily been provided by the Planets Interoperability Framework and consists of a number of registries shared
by the Planets applications where data and services are stored. Figure 6 below demonstrates how the Testbed MVC
approach interoperates.

Figure 6: The Testbed Architecture

Built on Planets
Overall, Planets aims to build software components for digital preservation following a service-oriented architecture, as
illustrated in Figure 7 below. This approach allows complex preservation workflows to be built up as chains of simpler
preservation services. For example, a migration workflow might start by retrieving a digital object from a repository via a
data-access service. This object may then be passed through one or more services in order to characterise it, e.g. to
determine the file format. Based on this characterisation, the object may then be migrated to a new format and after this the
new object may also be characterised to see how closely it retains the character of the initial form. If all is well, the object can
then be saved back to the repository in the new format. Such processes are easy to build using the Planets infrastructure,
and many different types of workflow can be created in order to meet any specific needs, such as those dictated by
institutional policy.

During the development of these preservation services and workflows, it must be possible to test them against any digital
objects to which the institution has access. This is the purpose of the Testbed, which leverages the Planets infrastructure to
allow preservation services and workflows to be discovered, modified, executed and evaluated.
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Figure 7: Simple schematic overview of the Planets workflow model.

Working within JBoss, each of the Planets components provide classes, Enterprise Java Beans, web services and web pages
that can be used to build up a preservation system (see Figure 8 below). The Testbed is designed to be deployed as an
Enterprise Archive within the Planets Application Server, and as it leverages the same technologies as the wider framework,
the shared components and code can be reused easily. The Planets infrastructure provides user accounts, security
management systems and administration pages, each of which the Testbed utilises. User authentication is achieved by
configuring the application server, so no explicit authentication code is required. For authorisation, the Testbed defines the
roles of Experimenter, Reader and Administrator, but the management and assignment of these roles is handled externally to
the Testbed. The Planets application server also provides a set of standard Enterprise Java Beans which the Testbed can
use to access (for example) the user account information.

Figure 8: The different code layers of the Planets infrastructure, with the two ‘Code’ levels at the bottom and the
two ‘User’ levels at the top.

As indicated above, the Planets project is attempting to standardise access to digital preservation data (via Data Registries),
and to develop a common set of data types and preservation services (discoverable via Service Registries). The Testbed is
designed to interoperate with the Planets infrastructure to access data on which experiments may be executed, and will be
able to test and explore the preservation services that conform to the Planets specifications. Users of the Testbed can
discover services via the Planets Service Registry and in addition to this may explore third-party services beyond this registry.
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The Web Service Approach
Given the centrality of a service-oriented architecture approach to the Planets project, it was fundamental to ensure that the
preservation tools required for Testbed experiments could be deployed and accessed as web services. The web service
solution adopted by the project is built upon SOAP with Attachments API for Java (SAAJ) [19]. This API handles the creation,
population and transmission of SOAP messages, and it was adapted by Planets to execute generic WSI-compliant web
services [20].

The main challenge in adopting a web service approach for the Testbed was to ensure that a generic and extensible web
service execution approach could be successfully integrated with the Testbed’s workflow and user interface, could be easily
understood by the Testbed users and could enable access not only to Planets services but also to third party services.

In order to perform experiments on preservation tools these tools must first be wrapped as WSI-compliant web services.
These services can then be registered within the Testbed and service templates can be created. Experimenters can then
access these templates to simulate the specific usage of a tool.

The steps involved in registering and configuring a service are handled by the Testbed administrator. This enables
experimenter users such as librarians and archivists to access and use the available services without requiring any
knowledge of invocation details at the SOAP message level or complex service configuration options. Different sets of service
configuration options are currently presented to users as individual templates. However, user feedback has suggested that
this simplified approach is insufficiently flexible; the fine-tuning of tools by end-users is one of the main scenarios of Testbed
use and the desire for a more flexible approach has been noted in the Planets service requirements specification and will be
incorporated into the Testbed’s future releases.

The service registration process consists of a five-step wizard based interface which guides the administrator through the
tasks required to make a service available. The following screenshot demonstrates step one of the process.

Figure 9: Step 1 of the service registration wizard

During step 1 of the process the administrator must locate and analyse a web service endpoint in order to select the actual
service operation that is to be registered with the Testbed. Step 2 involves creating a service request template with
placeholders for supported service input. For step 3 the administrator must upload sample data in order to test that the service
can be invoked successfully. In step 4 the administrator has to note where the service’s output (such as a migrated file) can
be located and extracted from the XML service response message. In the final step the administrator may supply additional
descriptive metadata for the service and apply restrictions on the minimum and maximum number of files the service can
accept. The administrator may also supply some semantic metadata in the form of annotation tags which will help the
experimenters to locate the service.

Once a service has been registered it can be experimented upon within the Testbed, and all the information required by the
Testbed to execute an experiment will be available. This includes the information needed to re-factor the SOAP service
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request message, construct the actual service execution proxy, invoke the service upon the given experiment data and finally
extract the actual service’s response (e.g. the migrated file) in order to store it within the application.

The first internal release of the Testbed incorporated three Planets preservation services: OpenOfficeXMLMigration,
ImageMagicTiff2Jpeg and a simple characterisation action. However, the web service approach enables any service that
adheres to the following constraints to be registered within the Testbed’s infrastructure and used within an executable
experiment:

1. The web-service must comply with the WSI basic profile v 1.1

2. The service’s WSDL endpoint description must be located and accessible at the URI: endpointaddresss?WSDL

3. Service endpoints must identify a service uniquely

4. Services and tools currently must be installed locally on one and the same machine

5. The service input parameters may only include a single file reference or an array of file references. Other service
configuration options are not currently supported and are assumed to be implicitly hidden behind a given service endpoint.

Next steps of development

The first version of the Planets Testbed was released for internal use by the Planets partners in March 2008. A new cycle of
requirements gathering, design and implementation will integrate partners’ feedback and intermediate releases will follow,
culminating in the release of the Testbed to external institutions which is expected to take place in Spring 2009.

The public version of the Testbed will be hosted in a central instance by HATII at the University of Glasgow. Planets partners
and other users will be encouraged to use this central instance to ensure the seamless aggregation of experiment results.
This will lead to a higher statistical significance and will make it possible for the community to create an experimental dataset
in which they can look for patterns and processes that might otherwise be overlooked. A downloadable version of the Testbed
will also be made available. The central instance of the Testbed will include a number of features that will make it a unique
and invaluable reference for the evaluation of digital preservation tools and strategies:

Integration of digital preservation corpora
In digital preservation research, a corpus can be defined as an annotated collection of digital objects, where the annotations
should contain the criteria against which given algorithms will be evaluated. [21]. In the Planets context, the algorithms will be
those implemented by the tools that perform characterisation and preservation actions on the digital test objects.

The Planets Testbed corpora will ensure that a sufficient knowledgebase is available for each experiment, which will avoid
duplication of effort for experimenters who would otherwise have to find and upload their own data. The corpora will also
facilitate the statistical analysis and aggregation of data. Each corpus will contain individual “difficult” objects for the
worst-case analysis of a given tool, and large sets of objects of a given type, or very large files, for average-case analysis.

An exhaustive list of base types of digital objects used in Testbed experiments will be established. The experience gained
through the Dutch testbed project [10] suggests that it is advisable to aim to collect simple objects with few properties each,
and to keep the corpora as uniform as possible with respect to variation of significant properties.

The management and maintenance of the Testbed corpora will be carried out according to procedures established with the
other Planets partners; these procedures will formalise the coordination of additions of new objects and object types, of
requests to incorporate pre-existing material and the management of access to the corpora.

Deployment of digital preservation tools to the Testbed; certification of third-party tools
One of the main results of the Planets project will be the development of new digital preservation tools. These tools will be
deployed within the Testbed and will be evaluated using data from the Testbed corpora or data supplied by Testbed users.

The availability of the corpora of digital objects is also a necessary basis for the certification of third-party tools, an additional
feature that the Planets Testbed will offer in a future release. The Testbed will not only make available existing, well-known
digital preservation tools, it will also present a unique opportunity to software developers, enabling them to certify their tools
against a collection of digital objects unsurpassable for its breadth, following a strict experiment process, and benefiting from
previous experiment results collected in the Testbed database.

Preservation Plan Assessment Services
The Testbed corpora, together with the experiments database, will also be the basis on which preservation plans created by
other Planets components will be assessed. In the Planets general workflow a preservation plan is devised by executing tool
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evaluation (following a model inspired by utility analysis) on a small number of files that should represent a sample of the
collection that a preservation officer wants to preserve. This plan will consist of a general section that will take into
consideration the institution’s policies and usage profiles, and an executable section that will detail the services needed for
the actual execution of the plan itself. The Planets Testbed will allow the assessment of the executable plan by testing the
services, or chains of services, on its corpora and comparing the results with those that can be found in the experiments
database.

Evaluation of emulation approaches for digital preservation
Analysis of digital preservation strategies should not be restricted to migration [22]. The Planets project is also conducting
research on two different emulation approaches: the Dioscuri modular emulator [23] and the IBM Universal Virtual Computer
[24].

Dioscuri is an x86 computer hardware emulator written in Java. It is being jointly developed by Tessella Support Services and
the National Library of the Netherlands and is managed by the National Archives of the Netherlands (the three partners are all
members of the Planets consortium). Dioscuri is completely component-based; each hardware component is emulated by a
software surrogate called a module. Combining several modules allows the user to replicate the configuration of any computer
system, as long as these modules are compatible. New or upgraded modules can be added to the software library, thus
expanding the emulator’s capabilities.

The IBM Universal Virtual Computer (UVC) was initially conceived by Raymond Lorie of IBM Research in Almaden, California
as a combined emulation/migration approach. IBM (also a Planets partner) conducted proofs of concept with the National
Library of the Netherlands to test the UVC approach in a library environment. Within Planets, work on the UVC is focussed on
improving the performance of the UVC runtime model and expanding the development environment.

With emulation, the Planets Testbed web-service architecture faces the challenge of evaluating tools and services that do not
change the object, but rather the representation environment of the object, while leaving the object itself untouched. How to
perform and evaluate emulation experiments conducted with Dioscuri and UVC as web services is currently being investigated
within Planets by Albert-Ludwigs of the University of Freiburg using the GRATE tool [25]; the results of this research will
inform the next steps of the Testbed development in this domain.

Conclusion

It is widely acknowledged [4, 5] that the management of the long-term accessibility of digital materials depends upon the
automation of the processes involved. Automation of processes requires a rich understanding of them: their aims and
objectives, the mechanisms needed to abstract and represent them, and often new technologies. In developing the Testbed,
Planets has begun a first step in digital preservation to tackle this challenge both by providing tools to manage
experimentation and also by creating an experimental evidence base to enable the analysis of the effectiveness of
preservation services and strategies. This experimentation framework will foster the development of digital preservation
solutions that will significantly increase automation in the daily practice of librarians and archivists, will make software
developers more aware of the issues connected to obsolescence, and will ultimately change the way we all produce our
digital content. It also ensures that digital preservation research is tackled as an engineering problem rather than as an art
and craft.
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